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Abstract: 
Political texts are unlike other texts as they "are a part and/or the results of political events", and they are historically and culturally produced in which politics is the main subject matter (Schäffner, 2001:133). Transferring meaning of such text types in the translation process is difficult for translators due to specific terminologies, expressions and linguistic structure. Regarding meaning, Systemic Functional Linguistics (henceforth SFL) identifies three kinds of meaning of language, namely, Ideational, Interpersonal and Textual. The major focus of this research is the Ideational meaning. From this perspective, this paper applies SFL to analyze and discuss the patterns of equivalence and shift that are employed to transfer the Ideational meaning of journalistic texts, political texts in particular, in translating from English into Kurdish. With a corpus of 8 pairs of English source texts and their Kurdish translations, the analysis shows that a number of patterns are used to reproduce the source clausal Ideational meaning in the target texts. Finally, the study ends with the main findings and conclusions.
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ترجمة المعنى الفكري في النصوص السياسية
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الخلاصة:
تختلف النصوص السياسية عن بقية النصوص كونها "جزاءً و/أو نتاجاً للأحداث السياسية" والتي تم تشكيلها تاريخياً وثقافياً والتي موضوعتها السياسة(شافر، 2001، ص. 133). من الصعوبة مبكي نقل معنى هذا نوع من النصوص من خلال عملية الترجمة من قبل المترجمين نظراً لوجود اصطلاحات معينة وتعابير وترابيب لغوية خاصة. يحدد علم اللغة الوظيفي المعروف اختصاراً ب(SFL) فيما يخص المعنى ثلاثة أنواع من المعنى في اللغة، وهي المعنى الفكري، المعنى التواصلى، والمعنى النصى. التركيز الأساسي لهذا البحث يتمثل في ترجمة المعنى الفكري. ومن هذا المنظور، يقوم هذا البحث بتطبيق علم اللغة الوظيفي لتحليل واستعراض أنماط التكافز والتبديل والتي تم توظيفها لتحويل النصوص الصحفية والأدبيات السياسية منها في ترجمة النصوص المصدر بالإنكليزية إلى النصوص الكردية المستهدفة. يوجد مزيج من أساليب مع ترجمة النصوص الكردية في داخل النصوص المستهدفة. وفي الختام، يتضح البحث برسم استنتاجات إعداداً على النتائج الرئيسية.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Systemic functional linguistics, also known as SFL, Systemic Functional Grammar (henceforth SFG), Hallidayan linguistics, and systemic linguistics, is a holistic theoretical model to the study of language (Capra, 1996), which was developed and introduced by a British-born Australian linguist M. A. K. Halliday. The theory perceives language as a social semiotic system (Halliday, 1978), and it assumes that language is utilized to "make sense our experience, and to carry out our interactions with other people" (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 24). Thus, from the perspective of SFL, language within specific social contexts, written or spoken, is employed to communicate and express intended meanings in communicative events.

In Halliday's view, meaning is conceived as an essential quality of translation process, to put it another way, "translation is a meaning-making activity" (Halliday,
1992: 15). In view of this, any activity is not considered as translation if there is not the creation of meaning (ibid.). Although producing a meaningful text is the objective of both translation and discourse activities, translation is rather a "guided creation of meaning, not only the production of meaning (ibid.).

Since translation is concerned with meaning, a linguistic theory which is employed in translation process must be "[…] a theory of meaning as choice", and it has to include functional semantics, specifically 'metafunction' (ibid.). Thus, a linguistic model for translation should be relevant to functional semantics (ibid.: 16). However, Halliday shows his interest in a formal model but through functional semantics. To this end, Functional grammar which postulates a strong relation between wording and meaning is the most pertinent approach. Additionally, Halliday mentions that 'semantic equivalence' is contingent between texts and languages with reference to the function of an element in context (ibid.).

Meaning is a complex notion and it has, according to SFL, different interrelated types: Ideational, Interpersonal, and Textual. Therefore, its transfer in the translation process is a multidimensional task, which is considered a very challenging process. In view of this, the present research stresses only the transfer of Ideational meaning and its forms in translating political texts from English into Kurdish, drawing on the SFL as a theoretical framework.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Translation Studies (henceforth TS) has, according to the relevant literature, become one of the predominant disciplines of research and studies with application of SFL theory. Since the development of this theory, various translation theorists and researchers have investigated TS from the standpoint of SFL and have yielded a fruitful result on the adoption of this theoretical model to study translation, for instance, Catford (1965), House (1977, 1997), Newmark (1987, 1989), Bell (1991), Munday (1997, 1998, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012), Mathiessen (2001), Teich (2003), Steiner (2004), Huang (2006), and Wang (2004). As a consequence, regardless of the different points of view, those systemically oriented TS works have made valuable contributions to TS discipline through proposing a number of theoretical concepts and translation models. Thus, the Hallidayan linguistic approach is currently in that position to serve the discipline of Translation Studies based on some powerful arguments and grounds.

2.1 SFL AND METAFUNCTIONS

SFL is a theory of linguistics which concerns with meaning, considering meaning as the main element of language. For Halliday, all languages are organized metadiscursively, and he proposes three kinds of meaning, namely Ideational, Interpersonal, and Textual (Halliday, 1994: xiii). Ideational meaning which is aimed to comprehend the environment and describe individuals' experience (Ibid.) is the main focus of the present research, being discussed in the next section.

2.1.1. IDEATIONAL METAFUNCTION

The term Ideational metafunction is concerned with the way an individual utilizes language to describe experience and it is perceived as the function to explain human experience (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 30). In other words, this metafunction
pertains to the representation of meaning, i.e. how semiotic resources are employed to construe human experience and the world of phenomena. Furthermore, this stand of metafunction is the way through which people express in ‘reality’.

The Ideational, for Halliday, is into two sub metafunctions: the experiential and logical. The former means the grammatical resources taking part in interpreting the experience by means of the element of the clause (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004). The latter is perceived as the grammatical resources for constructing grammatical items into complexes, for instance, for producing a clause complex from the combination of two or more clauses (ibid.). In that sense, if the function of experiential is to show how an individual construes experience in a clause, the logical is to investigate how the message is arranged among clauses. Additionally, the Ideational function creates Ideational meaning that a person realizes based on his experience of the world.

In the light of the SFL theory, the Ideational function reflects the Field dimension of the Context of Situation, and in turn it is also realized through the Transitivity system of lexicogrammar (Halliday and Hasan, 1985). According to this strand of metafunction, analyzing text includes examining the choices in the “Transitivity” system: combined with an analysis of the resources through which clauses are combined (Halliday and Hasan, 1976).

### 2.1.2 TRANSITIVITY

Transitivity is conceived as a group of options through which the speaker expresses his experience of the processes of the outside world, and of the inside world of his awareness, along with the participants in these activities and the circumstances (Halliday, 1973: 134). In other words, according to (Eggins, 2004: 213), it is the integration of certain kinds "of process, participants, and circumstances carried out by the content words of clauses”. Transitivity provides the realization of meanings relating to the three components of Transitivity. Eggins’ configuration of Transitivity system (ibid.) shows the constituents of Transitivity system adopted in this research for the analysis of Transitivity resources, as illustrated in Table 3.2 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROCESS TYPE</th>
<th>PARTICIPANTS</th>
<th>CIRCUMSTANCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Material (doing or happening) | - actor (who does the action)  
- goal (who the process is directed)  
- range (extent or process)  
- beneficiary (whom the process is benefited) | - extent (how long, how far)  
- location (when, where)  
- manner (how, with what, what like)  
- cause (why, what for who, who for)  
- accompaniment (with |
| Mental (thinking, feeling or perceiving) | - senser (who senses the process)  
- phenomenon (what being sensed) | |
| Behavioural (doing plus sensing) | - behaver (who behaves) | |
Configuration of Transitivity system  (Eggins 2004: 213)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal (saying)</th>
<th>- sayer (who says)</th>
<th>- receiver (whom the process is directed)</th>
<th>- verbiage (statement of process)</th>
<th>whom)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existential (being with 'there')</td>
<td>- exist (event of process)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational (being)</td>
<td>Attribute (classifying)</td>
<td>- carrier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- attribute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying (defining)</td>
<td>- token</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is obvious from the table above that there are six types of Processes: material, mental, behavioural, verbal, existential and relational with its sub-types, presented in the left column. The middle column presents the Participants which are involved in each of the Processes, and the right column features the kinds of Circumstances associated with each process type.

METHODOLOGY

This study is a qualitative research employing a content analysis method to thoroughly investigate how Ideational meaning is transferred in the translation of journalistic texts, political texts in particular. More specifically, it analyzes the patterns of equivalence and shifts utilized in the transfer of Ideational meaning in the translated texts.

In a survey, 16 journalistic texts pertaining to the political issues were collected, comprising 8 English source texts along with their 8 Kurdish translations. The availability of the majority of the texts on their websites granted the researcher easy access to collect the electronic versions of the original texts and their translations from the official websites of the media organizations (see Appendix 1). Combining the source texts with the target texts builds up a corpus of around (200) words (see Appendix 1). SFL theory as an analytical approach to translation analysis is adopted to investigate meaning transfer and its patterns of the corpus selected for the present research, which will be applied in the next section in detail.

Based on the principal objective of the research and the scope of the study, the present study attempts to answer the following research question. What are the patterns of Ideational meaning transfer that are systematically employed in the translation of political texts?

3. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

The main purpose of current work is to analyze a corpus of political texts in order to find and discuss how the Ideational meaning is transferred in the translation of English source texts into Kurdish target texts. More specifically, in this section, the equivalence
and shift patterns adopted to render the English Ideational meaning into Kurdish are investigated.

3.1 IDEATIONAL MEANING

Ideational meaning is utilized to describe individual’s all kinds of experiences of the world, referring to the representation of meaning (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 30). Although it is comprised of two subtypes: Experiential and Logical meaning (Halliday, 1994: 179), this study deals with the Logical meaning under the Textual meaning. As mentioned in chapter three, the Ideational meaning in a clause is realized downwards through the Transitivity system of lexicogrammar including Participants, Processes and Circumstances. The deep analysis and contrast of the Transitivity system, specifically of its three components, in the original texts and their translations employed in the study is a touchstone to find the patterns of meaning transfer in the political translation. The patterns, for Ideational meaning, are into four main kinds: equivalence, shift, addition, and omission.

4.1.1 EQUIVALENCE OF IDEATIONAL MEANING

The term equivalence in translation refers to the replacement of a source language unit with its closest equivalent in a target language. The analysis of data reveals that the Ideational meaning of a clause is transferred semantically or pragmatically while translating news texts from English into Kurdish. In other words, the source and target text clause meanings are equivalence either literally or contextually, which will be given details below.

4.1.1.1 LITERAL EQUIVALENCE OF IDEATIONAL MEANING

For Halliday, the clause is a practical level to be handled as a unit of translation. In view of this perception, what is employed to be the level of analysis is the clause. In doing so, the source and target clauses are equivalent in terms of Ideational meaning if the three components of transitivity, Process, Participant, and Circumstance, are equivalent in an original clause and its translation clause, as illustrated by the following example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST1</th>
<th>TT1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our party fights for all the oppressed people of our country because we believe that fight will lead to greater freedom for everyone.</td>
<td>پارتیمان بۆ ئامَ٨ خًڵکی ضخًميێکراَی َڵاحًکًمان دەجًوگێج، چُوکً باَەڕمان َایً ئًَ غًڕە رێگً بۆ ئازادی زیاحر بۆ ًٌمَُ کًش خۆغذەکاث.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Segmenting the abovementioned English and Kurdish sentences into their clauses based on the rules addressed in the previous chapter shows that there are four clauses in each of them. This is mainly due to the reason that in order to obtain full Ideational equivalence between English ST and its Kurdish corresponding, the Transitivity elements of every individual clause, Participant, Process and Circumstance, are faithfully and accurately translated. To be clearer, the clauses are segmented into these three functional components.

In the example below, Actor, Material Process, and Circumstance of reason in both clauses are equivalence, and hence the clauses carry equivalent Ideational meaning.
Next example demonstrates that the translations of Senser, Mental Process, and Phenomenon are precisely equivalent to their original ones. Thus, the Ideational meaning is also equivalent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Senser</th>
<th>Mental Process</th>
<th>Phenomenon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We</td>
<td>Believe</td>
<td>That fight will lead to greater freedom for everyone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مان</td>
<td>باویری ـاضیه</td>
<td>دەو شەڕە بۆ نازادی زیاتر بۆ هاموو کەس خۆشەکات.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, one point to be aware of is that since the Kurdish language is agglutinative, the Participant (مان) in the Kurdish clause is glued as affix to the verb.

In the example below, Actor, Mental Process, Circumstance, and Goal are equivalent in the English and Kurdish clauses, and consequently the SL Ideational meaning is equivalently reproduced in the TL. Importantly, the English Goal has been shifted to be a Kurdish Prepositional phrase (بۆ یەکەل بەر لە کەسەکات) as Circumstance of purpose; however, the Ideational meanings the two clauses express are completely equivalence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Mental Process</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Circumstance (cause)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fight</td>
<td>will lead to</td>
<td>greater freedom</td>
<td>for everyone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ناموش شەڕە</td>
<td>بۆ نازادی زیاتر بۆ هاموو کەس خۆشەکات</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Going through the corpus to analyze and contrast the pairs of texts, STs and TTs, it is obvious that the literal equivalence of Ideational meaning is a very common pattern adopted in the practice of translating news texts. This finding can be supplemented further with the examples from other texts. In the two examples below, the translators translate the Process and Participant variables of the clauses equivalently to achieve this pattern. Regarding the pronominal subject Participants, they are free-standing in the English clauses while they have the form of clitics, since Free-standing forms of the Kurdish personal pronoun are utilized for emphasis. For the sake of clarity the Process is bolded and the Participant is italicized in the next example.
Western powers are hardly blameless for the Middle East’s woes.

The analysis that the above examples report on has indicated that the three basic elements of the Transitivity system, Process, Participant, and Circumstance, have been placed on emphasis in the translation process in order to obtain literal equivalence of Ideational meaning. In this sense, are these forming components of Transitivity equal in significance to achieve literal equivalence? Next paragraph is a discussion to get an answer to this crucial question.

Due to special nature of every language in terms of words, phrases and syntactic structures and cultural differences, there is always an extent of meaning lost in the translation process, in other words, losing part of the meaning is inevitable. However, professional translators attempt to reduce this phenomenon as much as they can in the process. As explained, the equivalence of the three functional components of Ideational meaning, Process, Participant and Circumstance, is central to render this type of meaning at the level of clause faithfully from English into Kurdish. As per Halliday's SFG theory Transitivity lexicogrammar is central to Ideational metafunctional and through which the Ideational meaning of a clause can be realized (Halliday, 1985: 53). Furthermore, its three forming constituents are not equally handled in a clause; the first significance is attached to Process (Gerot and Wignell, 1994, p. 54) and the other two semantic categories, Participant and Circumstance are of second and last importance respectively (Butt et al., 2000, p. 46). From this perspective, a clause Ideational meaning gets lost if Process is disregarded, that is to say, leaving Process out makes a translated clause does not ideationally match an original one. Thus, one can conclude that the Ideational meaning of the whole text is not accurately transferred if Process is not handled carefully.

The following examples illustrate that the translators working in the Kurdish media organizations at first give the highest value on the preservation of SL Process and Participant variables of the clause, and then there is a substantial degree of their attempt to translate Circumstance faithfully.

In the example above, the translator has left out only the temporal circumstance (for five years) in the Kurdish text. Therefore, this is the minimal reduction of Ideational meaning occurred at clause level owing to less significance of Circumstance to the meaning than other two components, Process an Participants. The same strategy is employed to miss out the entire Circumstance of location, as exemplified as follows.
IED kills four Tunisian soldiers in mountain region

Unlike the same form of leaving out the whole Circumstance, a part of it is missed out. In that regard, the following example shows that the translator has passed up two lexical items bolded to transfer the entire bolded Circumstance. This may be due to a couple of reasons. First, as discussed previously, this clausal constituent is not as central as Process and Participant to clausal Ideational function. Second, it may not be necessary for the translator to fill in the target audiences on the full details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST6</th>
<th>TT6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>For the second time in almost exactly a year, the United States is bracing for a Senate impeachment showdown over Donald Trump's behavior.</strong></td>
<td>بۆ دََەً جار له ماوەی یەک ساڵدا، ئًوجَُمًوی پیراوی ئًمریکا خۆی بۆ ێپرێمیه له دوئاند ئرەم، سارۆکی پێشوو ناماده دەکات.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As far as Process is concerned, consider that, in Halliday's opinion, it is extremely the most prominent semantic component of a clause. From that perspective, missing out this variable results in a loss of the whole clausal Ideational meaning. Therefore, translating Process in not an easy task, in other words, what always poses a real risk of translating the exact Ideational function is the loss of Process. The reason behind the centrality of this component is that leaving out Participant or Circumstance makes the clausal Ideational meaning gets partially lost, while it is completely missed out if Process is left out. This can be illustrated in the following example in which the translator has missed out two entire bolded and italicized clauses by virtue of the loss of their Processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST3</th>
<th>TT3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Two witnesses also told Reuters they heard a loud explosion.</strong> Smoke plume was observed in the neighborhood after the blast, the witnesses reported.</td>
<td>لەوەیەبەیەوە دو شایەتەیەی تەخێنەوەکە بەسیان لەوە کەردو، کە گۆبیان لەتەخێنەوەکە بەوە و گەرە دووەکەیەکی زۆریشیان بەچاوی خۆیان بیشیەو.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fundamental implications arising from the aforementioned discussion is that the equivalence of Ideational meaning distinguishes a translation text from all non-translation products. In the support of this statement, Halliday's argument for the concept of equivalence of Ideational meaning in the translation process is as follows:

“If a text does not match its source text ideationally, it does not qualify as a translation, so the question whether it is a good translation does not arise”. (Halliday, 2001: 16)

Additionally, the transfer of Ideational meaning can be considered a criterion to show the extent of the appropriate of a translation, in other words, how well a translation is. Therefore, it makes translators always consider achieving equivalence of this kind of meaning in the translation texts. To do this, if the three semantic categories of a source language clause, Process, Participant and Circumstance, can be rendered literally, the
pattern of literal equivalence of Ideational meaning is obtained. Nevertheless, if adopting this pattern is not accurate and faithful to translate the Ideational function for guaranteeing high quality of translation, the translator needs to provide functional equivalence or contextual equivalence.

4.1.1.2 CONTEXTUAL EQUIVALENCE OF IDEATIONAL MEANING

As mentioned in chapter three, SFL is a linguistic model that studies language in use and primarily directs meticulous attention to texts in their situational and cultural contexts. Additionally, the theory tackles meaning co-textually, situationally and culturally. From this perception, apart from literal equivalence of Ideational meaning, it is crucial for the translator to achieve contextual or co-textual equivalence of meaning when the clausal Ideational function can contextually or co-textually be understood rather than what it literally implies. For example, the italicized English clause means literally (there is concern within the U.S. intelligence community). But according to this situation, the translator translated into (دەزگاکەوەیە نامەرگەی نامەرگەی ترەسەیان هەیە) which literally means (the U.S. intelligence community shows fear) based on his/her experience and background knowledge about news texts. The translator comprehends the intended meaning of the word (concern) which is used by the source text author to hide the U.S. intelligence community’s fear in the co-text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST4</th>
<th>TT4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is concern within the U.S. intelligence community that the hackers who targeted the Treasury Department and the Commerce Department’s National Telecommunications and Information Administration used a similar tool to break into other government agencies, according to three people briefed on the matter.</td>
<td>سەرچاوەیەکانی &quot;رۆیتەر&quot; نامەزمانکردن، دەزگاکەیە نامەرگەی نامەرگەی ترەسەیان هەیە، لەرە دەزگاکەیەکانی شیازی هاوشیوه بەکاربێن بۆ هاکەردنی دەزگا حکومەیەکانی دیکە لە وەیلاییەکەیەکانی نامەرگا بەکارە.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above analysis, some points can be implicated. Most importantly, translators specialized in the political field have a clear tendency to choose functional or contextual equivalence pattern in order to render what the source texts really implies. Additionally, they often attempt to achieve functional equivalence of the Ideational meaning rather than its semantic equivalence to help target audiences comprehend the message of the text.

4.1.2 SHIFT OF IDEATIONAL MEANING

The term shift which was first introduced by Catford (1965) refers to the changes taking place in the translation process. It arises at the lexicogrammar as the lower level of language and at textual thematic level. In the light of the functional grammar model, the Ideational meaning pertaining to the representation of meaning is realized the Transitivity system of lexicogrammar. From this standpoint, this section discusses the translation shifts of Ideational meaning-arising from the translational choices in the system of Transitivity. More to the point, shift in clausal Ideational function occurs
when the Transitivity components, Process, Participant and Circumstance, do not represent their straightforward equivalent of the original text. With the aim of making a systemic analysis, the shifts of Ideational meaning are categorized based on the forming elements involving in the shift.

### 4.1.2.1 SHIFT IN PROCESS

Process is one of the three variables of the Transitivity resources, which specifies the activity in a clause. Hallidayan linguistics categorizes this central constitute into six types: Material, Mental, Verbal, Behavioural, Existential and Relational (Eggins, 2004, p. 213). As they are different from each other in terms of the function, making changes in their functions in the process of going from the original text into its translation is considered as shift. For instance, these two clauses, *there are six students in the course* and *Six students are attending the course*, from the perspective of SFL, do not have the same meaning or function. The former includes an Existential process while the latter has a Material one. The analysis and discussion of the journalistic texts chosen as the data for the purposes of the present research shows that shifts of Process occur in the translation process, as exemplified and investigated below.

#### A. VERBAL PROCESS TO BEHAVIOURAL PROCESS

The analysis indicates that the translators have shifted Verbal process to another type of Process. In the following example, the Verbal process in the English clause, *The U.S. State Department said on Friday (September 11)*, has been changed to a Behavioural process in the Kurdish translated text (دوینیٰ ہیئتیٰ (11 ایول) حکومتیٰ واسنتن نامادکیٰ خوئیٰ). This shift in the translation of Process makes the clausal Ideational meanings of the source and target texts do not become equivalent since the function of Verbal process is different from Behavioural process. In this case, it might be more appropriate to preserve the English Verbal process in the translation to achieve functional equivalence, i.e. to render into (دوینیٰ ہیئتیٰ (11 ایول) حکومتیٰ واسنتن رابطتیٰ (نامادکیٰ)). However, the complex nature of both languages involved in the translation process illustrates that the translation's choice could be a good choice although this might not be the most careful one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST8</th>
<th>TT8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The U.S. State Department <em>said</em> on Friday (September 11) it was prepared to hold direct talks with North Korea to try to coax it back into multilateral negotiations on ending its nuclear programs.</td>
<td>دوینیٰ ہیئتیٰ (11 ایول) حکومتیٰ واسنتن نامادکیٰ خوئیٰ بو سازدئیٰ تفتَنوٰیٰ راستخوٰ لتھنتل کوریئیٰ بئکوئور وکھ هارتئیٰ بو طپرمانٹوئیٰ کوریئیٰ بئکوئور بوئنار دانوئوئسائنتئه نہلاینکئئکیٰ نؤیوئست بیہ کونتھینئیٰ تُروؤطرمة ناتوئسیکئئکی کوریئیٰ بئکوئور.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Instances of translation shifts of Process identified in the corpus employed in this study include the shift of Material process. In that respect, the following example is an instance in which the Material process in the English clause has been replaced by a Relational process in the Kurdish clause. As a result of this change, shifting English Material process (*faces*) to Kurdish Relational process (*بووە* و *پارگەرکەن* *دەبێتەوە*). However, although the Kurdish clause does not fulfil the exact Ideational function as the source language clause, it may be the best choice under the requirement of the editorial policies. This is because, in the light of SFL, editorial policies serve as the situational context that plays a leading role in determining choices in texts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST5</th>
<th>TT5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia <em>faces</em> a small but persistent militant threat, foreign diplomats focused on security say.</td>
<td>هەمەرەیی گرووییە پەرگەرکەن لەسەر تونس نەگەرم چی بچووک بەوە، له ماوەی رابردووە بارەدەوام بەوە</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. MATERIAL PROCESS TO EXISTENTIAL PROCESS**

Besides the two aforementioned shifts in the translation of Process, the analysis of the data indicates another kind in which Material process has been shifted to Existential process. For instance, the English Material process (*hole up*) has been shifted to Kurdish Existential process (*هەن* (*there are*). Therefore, the English and Kurdish clausal Ideational meanings are not fully equivalent since their Process variables have different functions. Perhaps it would be more appropriate to retain the English Material process in order to achieve complete equivalence. To do this, the English clause can be replaced by (له تونس زمارەیەکی گرووییە پەرگەرکەکان له ناواچە شاخاوییەکان هەن), literally means (A number of militant cells holed up in remote mountain regions in Tunisia).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST5</th>
<th>TT5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As well as jihadist cells <em>holed up</em> in remote mountain regions, who have not made successful forays beyond their strongholds in recent years, there is also a threat from militants radicalised online.</td>
<td>له تونس زمارەیەکی گرووییە پەرگەرکەکان له ناواچە شاخاوییەکان هەن، یەگەرگەرکەن له ناواچە شاخاوییەکان ەیەن، بەڵام نەیەنگانییەوە له ڵە ڵەم کاتەدا شارێکەکان چیگێری بڵاکەوەیە بەری بۆ توندناژۆییی نەسەر نیتەرێنیشی هەرەشە لەو ولاتیە باکوری نەخێرە دەکات</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.1.2.2 SHIFT IN CIRCUMSTANCE**

Circumstance as the least important element of the lexicogrammatical system of Transitivity makes available circumstantial information on Processes. There are
different grammatical forms for Circumstance. Translation shifts influences this components to convert from one grammatical form to another, which can be described as Circumstance shifts. Below are two examples for the purpose of illustration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST7</th>
<th>TT7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The current “war on terror” will <em>increasingly</em> be replaced by this hegemonic conflict.</td>
<td>وەم شەمەنی نیستا “الistency تەبوزر” بەشێوەیەکەی روولەژیەد لەلایەن نام شەم و مڵەسەکە (نام شەم و مڵەسەکە (in an increasing way) functioning as Circumstance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This example represents the translation shift of Circumstance resulting from a grammatical conversion by which the English adverb of manner (*increasingly*) has been shifted to a Kurdish prepositional phrase (بەشێوەیەکەی روولەژیەد (in an increasing way)) functioning as Circumstance. To sum up, the reason why this pattern of shift is adopted may stem from the following excuses. Although the Kurdish prepositional phrase consists of four lexical items and is longer than the English adverb, such shift could be the most appropriate, since the prepositional phrase as Circumstance of manner is more common in spoken and written in the Kurdish language. Moreover, the translator may intend to make the Ideational meaning of the translation text more clear.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In order to render the Ideational meaning, which is realized through the system of Transitivity, several patterns are used to completely and accurately render the Ideational meaning of the original texts. On the basis of the analysis and discussion above, the translators have adopted the following patters to transfer Ideational meaning of political texts while translating from English into Kurdish: equivalence and shift. More specifically, literal equivalence of Ideational meaning, contextual equivalence of Ideational meaning, shift in Process and shift in Circumstance are identified as the main patterns that are systematically employed in the translation of journalistic texts. Moreover, the analysis shows that leaving out the Process component is very few due its centrality to the Ideational meaning. In that regard, omitting Circumstance is very high in comparison with Process and Participants in order to reduce the loss of Ideational meaning. This stems from the fact that Process and Participant are two crucial components of Ideational meaning. Thus, due to the complexity of political texts in terms of structure and terminology, the translators have attempted to adopt a number of strategies and patterns to render the Ideational meaning of English source texts more explicit and specific into Kurdish target texts in the translation process.

This study is a qualitative research employing a content analysis method to thoroughly investigate how Ideational meaning is transferred in the translation of journalistic texts, political texts in particular. More specifically, it analyzes the patters of equivalence and shifts utilized in the transfer of Ideational meaning in the translated texts.

In a survey, 16 journalistic texts pertaining to the political issues were collected, comprising 8 English source texts along with their 8 Kurdish translations. The availability of the majority of the texts on their websites granted the researcher easy access to collect the electronic versions of the original texts and their translations from the official websites of the media organizations (see Appendix 1). Combining the source texts with the target texts builds up a corpus of around (200) words (see Appendix 1).
SFL theory as an analytical approach to translation analysis is adopted to investigate meaning transfer and its patterns of the corpus selected for the present research, which will be applied in the next section in detail.

Based on the principal objective of the research and the scope of the study, the present study attempts to answer the following research question. What are the patterns of Ideational meaning transfer that are systematically employed in the translation of political texts?

5. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
The main purpose of current work is to analyze a corpus of political texts in order to find and discuss how the Ideational meaning is transferred in the translation of English source texts into Kurdish target texts. More specifically, in this section, the equivalence and shift patterns adopted to render the English Ideational meaning into Kurdish are investigated.

5.1 IDEATIONAL MEANING
Ideational meaning is utilized to describe individual's all kinds of experiences of the world, referring to the representation of meaning (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 30). Although it is comprised of two subtypes: Experiential and Logical meaning (Halliday, 1994: 179), this study deals with the Logical meaning under the Textual meaning. As mentioned in chapter three, the Ideational meaning in a clause is realized downwards through the Transitivity system of lexicogrammar including Participants, Processes and Circumstances. The deep analysis and contrast of the Transitivity system, specifically of its three components, in the original texts and their translations employed in the study is a touchstone to find the patterns of meaning transfer in the political translation. The patterns, for Ideational meaning, are into four main kinds: equivalence, shift, addition, and omission.

4.1.1 EQUIVALENCE OF IDEATIONAL MEANING
The term equivalence in translation refers to the replacement of a source language unit with its closet equivalent in a target language. The analysis of data reveals that the Ideational meaning of a clause is transferred semantically or pragmatically while translating news texts from English into Kurdish. In other words, the source and target text clause meanings are equivalence either literally or contextually, which will be given details below.

4.1.1.1 LITERAL EQUIVALENCE OF IDEATIONAL MEANING
For Halliday, the clause is a practical level to be handled as a unit of translation. In view of this perception, what is employed to be the level of analysis is the clause. In doing so, the source and target clauses are equivalent in terms of Ideational meaning if the three components of transitivity, Process, Participant, and Circumstance, are equivalent in an original clause and its translation clause, as illustrated by the following example:

| ST1 | TT1 |
Our party **fights** for all the oppressed people of our country because we **believe** that fight **will lead** to greater freedom for everyone.

پارخًکًمان بۆ ٌٌمَُ خًڵکی ضخًميێکراَی َڵاحًکًمان دەجًوگێج، چُوکً باَەڕمان وایه دەو شەڕە ریگە بۆ نازادى زیاتر بۆ هاممو کەس خۆشەدکات.

Segmenting the abovementioned English and Kurdish sentences into their clauses based on the rules addressed in the previous chapter shows that there are four clauses in each of them. This is mainly due to the reason that in order to obtain full Ideational equivalence between English ST and its Kurdish corresponding, the Transitivity elements of every individual clause, Participant, Process and Circumstance, are faithfully and accurately translated. To be clearer, the clauses are segmented into these three functional components.

In the example below, Actor, Material Process, and Circumstance of reason in both clauses are equivalence, and hence the clauses carry equivalent Ideational meaning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Material Process</th>
<th>Circumstance (reason)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our party</td>
<td>Fights</td>
<td>for all the oppressed people of our country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>پارخًکًمان</td>
<td>دەجًوگێج</td>
<td>بۆ ٌٌمَُ خًڵکی ضخًميێکراَی َڵاحًکًمان</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next example demonstrates that the translations of Senser, Mental Process, and Phenomenon are precisely equivalent to their original ones. Thus, the Ideational meaning is also equivalent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Senser</th>
<th>Mental Process</th>
<th>Phenomenon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We</td>
<td>Believe</td>
<td>That fight will lead to greater freedom for everyone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مان</td>
<td>باَەڕ...... وایه</td>
<td>دەو شەڕە ریگە بۆ نازادى زیاتر بۆ هاممو کەس خۆشەدکات.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, one point to be aware of is that since the Kurdish language is agglutinative, the Participant (مان) in the Kurdish clause is glued as affix to the verb.

In the example below, Actor, Mental Process, Circumstance, and Goal are equivalent in the English and Kurdish clauses, and consequently the SL Ideational meaning is equivalently reproduced in the TL. Importantly, the English Goal has been shifted to be a Kurdish Prepositional phrase (**for greater freedom**) as Circumstance of purpose; however, the Ideational meanings the two clauses express are completely equivalence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Mental Process</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Circumstance (cause)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fight</td>
<td>will lead to</td>
<td>greater freedom</td>
<td>for everyone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Going through the corpus to analyze and contrast the pairs of texts, STs and TTs, it is obvious that the literal equivalence of Ideational meaning is a very common pattern adopted in the practice of translating news texts. This finding can be supplemented further with the examples from other texts. In the two examples below, the translators translate the Process and Participant variables of the clauses equivalently to achieve this pattern. Regarding the pronominal subject Participants, they are free-standing in the English clauses while they have the form of clitics, since Free-standing forms of the Kurdish personal pronoun are utilized for emphasis. For the sake of clarity the Process is bolded and the Participant is italicized in the next example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST7</th>
<th>TT7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western powers are</strong> hardly blameless for the Middle East’s woes.</td>
<td>هنزه رۆژئاَاییًمان بًدەگمًن بێخاَا وە ضًبارەث بً مێػًماوی رۆژًٌڵاحی واَەڕاضج.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis that the above examples report on has indicated that the three basic elements of the Transitivity system, Process, Participant, and Circumstance, have been placed on emphasis in the translation process in order to obtain literal equivalence of Ideational meaning. In this sense, are these forming components of Transitivity equal in significance to achieve literal equivalence? Next paragraph is a discussion to get an answer to this crucial question.

Due to special nature of every language in terms of words, phrases and syntactic structures and cultural differences, there is always an extent of meaning lost in the translation process, in other words, losing part of the meaning is inevitable. However, professional translators attempt to reduce this phenomenon as much as they can in the process. As explained, the equivalence of the three functional components of Ideational meaning, Process, Participant and Circumstance, is central to render this type of meaning at the level of clause faithfully from English into Kurdish. As per Halliday's SFG theory Transitivity lexicogrammar is central to Ideational metafunctional and through which the Ideational meaning of a clause can be realized (Halliday, 1985: 53). Furthermore, its three forming constituents are not equally handled in a clause; the first significance is attached to Process (Gerot and Wignell, 1994, p. 54) and the other two semantic categories, Participant and Circumstance are of second and last importance respectively (Butt et al., 2000, p. 46). From this perspective, a clausal Ideational meaning gets lost if Process is disregarded, that is to say, leaving Process out makes a translated clause does not ideationally match an original one. Thus, one can conclude that the Ideational meaning of the whole text is not accurately transferred if Process is not handled carefully.

The following examples illustrate that the translators working in the Kurdish media organizations at first give the highest value on the preservation of SL Process and Participant variables of the clause, and then there is a substantial degree of their attempt to translate Circumstance faithfully.
In the example above, the translator has left out only the temporal circumstance (*for five years*) in the Kurdish text. Therefore, this is the minimal reduction of Ideational meaning occurred at clause level owing to less significance of Circumstance to the meaning than other two components, Process an Participants. The same strategy is employed to miss out the entire Circumstance of location, as exemplified as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST5</th>
<th>TT5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IED kills four Tunisian soldiers <em>in</em> mountain region</td>
<td>له تکفینەوەیەکدا 4 سەربازی تۆنئسی کۆڕزان</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The fundamental implications arising from the aforementioned discussion is that the equivalence of Ideational meaning distinguishes a translation text from all non-translation products. In the support of this statement, Halliday's argument for the concept of equivalence of Ideational meaning in the translation process is as follows:

“If a text does not match its source text ideationally, it does not qualify as a translation, so the question whether it is a good translation does not arise”. (Halliday, 2001: 16)

Additionally, the transfer of Ideational meaning can be considered a criterion to show the extent of the appropriate of a translation, in other words, how well a translation is. Therefore, it makes translators always consider achieving equivalence of this kind of meaning in the translation texts. To do this, if the three semantic categories of a source language clause, Process, Participant and Circumstance, can be rendered literally, the pattern of literal equivalence of Ideational meaning is obtained. Nevertheless, if adopting this pattern is not accurate and faithful to translate the Ideational function for guarantying high quality of translation, the translator needs to provide functional equivalence or contextual equivalence.

4.1.1.2 CONTEXTUAL EQUIVALENCE OF IDEATIONAL MEANING

As mentioned in chapter three, SFL is a linguistic model that studies language in use and primarily directs meticulous attention to texts in their situational and cultural contexts. Additionally, the theory tackles meaning co-textually, situationally and culturally. From this perception, apart from literal equivalence of Ideational meaning, it is crucial for the translator to achieve contextual or co-textual equivalence of meaning when the clausal Ideational function can contextually or co-textually be understood rather than what it literally implies. For example, the italicized English clause means literally (there is concern within the U.S. within intelligence community). But according to this situation, the translator translated into (دەزگاكاوی ھەواڵگری ئەمەريكایی حرسیان ھەيە) which literally means (the U.S. intelligence community shows fear) based on his/her experience and background knowledge about news texts. The translator comprehends the intended meaning of the word (concern) which is used by the source text author to hide the U.S intelligence community's fear in the co-text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST4</th>
<th>TT4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is concern within the U.S. intelligence community that the hackers who targeted the Treasury Department and the Commerce Department’s National Telecommunications and Information Administration used a similar tool to break into other government agencies, according to three people briefed on the matter.</td>
<td>سەرجەوەکانی &quot;رۆییەرژ&quot; نامازەیانکردن، دەزگاکانی هەواڵگری نامەرکەیەیەوە تەرسیان هەیە، لەوەیە هەکەرکەکان شیوازی هاوشیوە بەکاربین بزوو هەکەرکەندی دەزگە دەکەرەکەیەکانی دیکە لە وەڵایەکەیەکەوەکانی نامەرکەکان.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above analysis, some points can be implicated. Most importantly, translators specialized in the political field have a clear tendency to choose functional or contextual
equivalence pattern in order to render what the source texts really implies. Additionally, they often attempt to achieve functional equivalence of the Ideational meaning rather than its semantic equivalence to help target audiences comprehend the message of the text.

4.1.2 SHIFT OF IDEATIONAL MEANING

The term shift which was first introduced by Catford (1965) refers to the changes taking place in the translation process. It arises at the lexicogrammar as the lower level of language and at textual thematic level. In the light of the functional grammar model, the Ideational meaning pertaining to the representation of meaning is realized the Transitivity system of lexicogrammar. From this standpoint, this section discusses the translation shifts of Ideational meaning-arising from the translational choices in the system of Transitivity. More to the point, shift in clausal Ideational function occurs when the Transitivity components, Process, Participant and Circumstance, do not represent their straightforward equivalent of the original text. With the aim of making a systemic analysis, the shifts of Ideational meaning are categorized based on the forming elements involving in the shift.

4.1.2.1 SHIFT IN PROCESS

Process is one of the three variables of the Transitivity resources, which specifies the activity in a clause. Hallidayan linguistics categorizes this central constitute into six types: Material, Mental, Verbal, Behavioural, Existential and Relational (Eggins, 2004, p. 213). As they are different from each other in terms of the function, making changes in their functions in the process of going from the original text into its translation is considered as shift. For instance, these two clauses, there are six students in the course and Six students are attending the course, from the perspective of SFL, do not have the same meaning or function. The former includes an Existential process while the latter has a Material one. The analysis and discussion of the journalistic texts chosen as the data for the purposes of the present research shows that shifts of Process occur in the translation process, as exemplified and investigated below.

D. VERBAL PROCESS TO BEHAVIOURAL PROCESS

The analysis indicates that the translators have shifted Verbal process to another type of Process. In the following example, the Verbal process in the English clause, The U.S. State Department said on Friday (September 11), has been changed to a Behavioural process in the Kurdish translated text (ئامادةیي خؤیي (1 ایلول) حكوماتی واشنتن نامادیی خوبي (یکشاندا). This shift in the translation of Process makes the clausal Ideational meanings of the source and target texts do not become equivalent since the function of Verbal process is different from Behavioural process. In this case, it might be more appropriate to preserve the English Verbal process in the translation to achieve functional equivalence, i.e. to render into (دوینی یاپینی (1 ایلول) حكوماتی واشنتن رایطاغان نامادیی). However, the complex nature of both languages involved in the translation process illustrates that the translation's choice could be a good choice although this might not be the most careful one.
The U.S. State Department said on Friday (September 11) it was prepared to hold direct talks with North Korea to try to coax it back into multilateral negotiations on ending its nuclear programs.

**E. MATERIAL PROCESS TO RELATIONAL PROCESS**

Instances of translation shifts of Process identified in the corpus employed in this study include the shift of Material process. In that respect, the following example is an instance in which the Material process in the English clause has been replaced by a Relational process in the Kurdish clause. As a result of this change, shifting English Material process (*faces*) to Kurdish Relational process (*بووە* (booe) (booe) (booe) (booe)) can be of serious detriment to fully equivalent of Ideational meaning because each of them, according to SFL, carries out its own particular function which is different from the other one. Therefore, in order to avoid functional loss, it would be more preferable to preserve the English Material process and translate the English clause as (*حووس رِووب* (booe) (booe) (booe) (booe)). However, although the Kurdish clause does not fulfil the exact Ideational function as the source language clause, it may be the best choice under the requirement of the editorial policies. This is because, in the light of SFG, editorial policies serve as the situational context that plays a leading role in determining choices in texts.

**F. MATERIAL PROCESS TO EXISTENTIAL PROCESS**

Besides the two aforementioned shifts in the translation of Process, the analysis of the data indicates another kind in which Material process has been shifted to Existential process. For instance, the English Material process (*hole up*) has been shifted to Kurdish Existential process (*هەن* (hun)) (*there are*). Therefore, the English and Kurdish clausal Ideational meanings are not fully equivalent since their Process variables have different functions. Perhaps it would be more appropriate to retain the English Material process in order to achieve complete equivalence. To do this, the English clause can be replaced by (*لە حووس ژمارەیەک شاوەی گرووپە پەڕگیرەکان لە واوچە مشاخاوییەکان ھەن* (hun)), literally means (*A number of militant cells holed up in remote mountain regions in Tunisia*).
As well as jihadist cells *holed up* in remote mountain regions, who have not made successful forays beyond their strongholds in recent years, there is also a threat from militants radicalised online.

4.1.2.2 SHIFT IN CIRCUMSTANCE

Circumstance as the least important element of the lexicogrammatical system of Transitivity makes available circumstantial information on Processes. There are different grammatical forms for Circumstance. Translation shifts influences this components to convert from one grammatical form to another, which can be described as Circumstance shifts. Below are two examples for the purpose of illustration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST7</th>
<th>TT7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The current “war on terror” will <em>increasingly</em> be replaced by this hegemonic conflict.</td>
<td>نعم شعری یه نیستا &quot;الحیرۆر&quot; بەشێوەیەکی (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد لەلایەن نام شەر و مەڵامەکەی رەژەزەیەکەیە بەکارهێنەکان) (in an increasing way) functioning as Circumstance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This example represents the translation shift of Circumstance resulting from a grammatical conversion by which the English adverb of manner (*increasingly*) has been shifted to a Kurdish prepositional phrase (پاشێوێکەی روولەزیاد (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد) (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد (بەکارهێنەکان روولەزیاد (b) (in an increasing way) functioning as Circumstance. To sum up, the reason why this pattern of shift is adopted may stem from the following excuses. Although the Kurdish prepositional phrase consists of four lexical items and is longer than the English adverb, such shift could be the most appropriate, since the prepositional phrase as Circumstance of manner is more common in spoken and written in the Kurdish language. Moreover, the translator may intend to make the Ideational meaning of the translation text more clear.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In order to render the Ideational meaning, which is realized through the system of Transitivity, several patterns are used to completely and accurately render the Ideational meaning of the original texts. On the basis of the analysis and discussion above, the translators have adopted the following patters to transfer Ideational meaning of political texts while translating from English into Kurdish: equivalence and shift. More specifically, literal equivalence of Ideational meaning, contextual equivalence of Ideational meaning, shift in Process and shift in Circumstance are identified as the main patterns that are systematically employed in the translation of journalistic texts. Moreover, the analysis shows that leaving out the Process component is very few due its centrality to the Ideational meaning. In that regard, omitting Circumstance is very high in comparison with Process and Participants in order to reduce the loss of Ideational meaning. This stems from the fact that Process and Participant are two crucial components of Ideational meaning. Thus, due to the complexity of political texts in terms of structure and terminology, the translators have attempted to adopt a number of
strategies and patterns to render the Ideational meaning of English source texts more explicit and specific into Kurdish target texts in the translation process.
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### APPENDIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Source Text Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Source Text Publication</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Target Text Title</th>
<th>Target Text Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Voters chose me as their mayor. President Erdogan had other ideas.</td>
<td>Ahmet Turk</td>
<td>Washington Post</td>
<td>Opinion</td>
<td>ده‌گذاره‌کن مهیان و دک سروک شارمه‌ای هم‌لیزارد، سروک تردوگان بی‌روکه‌ی دیکه‌ی هامور</td>
<td>Rudaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>U.S. extends New START treaty with Russia for five years –Blinken</td>
<td>Doina Chiacu and Susan Heavey</td>
<td>Reuters</td>
<td>News report</td>
<td>ىییکه: ئًمریکا درێژکردوًَەی پًیماوىامًی ویُضخارحی ىًگًڵ رََضیا جێبًجێکرد</td>
<td>Rudaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Explosion heard in central Madrid</td>
<td>Reuters Staff</td>
<td>Reuters</td>
<td>News report</td>
<td>دەگی حًقیىًَەیًکی گرە ىًمًدریذی پایخًخخی ئیطپاویا بیطخرا</td>
<td>Xendan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
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Voters chose me as their mayor. President Erdogan had other ideas.

On March 31, I was reelected as the mayor of Mardin, Turkey. For me, as for so many of my colleagues in the Peoples’ Democratic Party (HDP), this was no ordinary vote — we were running to retake positions from which we had been arbitrarily expelled.

I was first elected as mayor in Mardin in 2014. Yet just two years into my five-year term, President Recep Tayyip Erdogan cracked down on Kurdish politics and civil society, removing nearly 100 HDP mayors from our posts and replacing them with state appointees.

While I and dozens of my colleagues were jailed on terrorism charges — but in reality for the offense of having won a democratic vote — our unelected replacements worked to suffocate the will of the people. They removed the Kurdish language from public life, suppressed demonstrations and reportedly spent public funds on lavish gifts for other state officials.

When I was released from prison and allowed to run for my seat once again, I was committed to righting the wrongs that these placeholders had inflicted on my constituents.

On Aug. 19, history repeated itself. I learned from the television news that I, along with the HDP mayors of Diyarbakir and Van, had once again been removed from office by an order from the Interior Ministry. Since then, our supporters have been in the streets, facing water cannons and beatings simply for demanding that their votes should count.

We all stand accused of supporting terrorism. In reality, like the tens of thousands of people hit with this catchall charge under Erdogan, all we had done was oppose the government’s tyrannical policies. The three of us represent the third-largest political party in Turkey. The relevant authorities approved all of our mayoral candidacies before we ran. We won easy majorities, increasing the HDP’s vote...
shares in areas where it was already strong.

But then came Aug. 19. And as on so many previous occasions before when the government decided to choose between democracy and force, it picked the latter.

Like tens of millions of Kurds across our region, I am no stranger to state repression. Since I was first elected to the Turkish Parliament in 1973, I have been removed from office multiple times and spent more than five years in jail, simply for doing the work my constituents elected me to do. Before joining the HDP, I participated in the founding of several pro-Kurdish parties, all of which were shut down as a result of politically motivated show trials.

These anti-democratic offenses have always been justified in the name of fighting “terrorism” or “separatism” — even as the government terrorized civilians and frustrated any effort to achieve peace. When the international community asks why Erdogan felt empowered to annul an Istanbul mayoral election earlier this year or to jail so many of his critics without trials, it must recognize that his predecessors have spent the past several decades refining these tactics against the Kurdish people.

Erdogan is now threatening Istanbul Mayor Ekrem Imamoglu with the same treatment I have faced. His definition of “terrorism” has expanded to include not only the state’s traditional victims but also all who dare to show solidarity with them. This development makes one truth clearer than it has ever been: Turkey cannot be a true democracy for any of its citizens until it becomes one for its Kurdish population.

That is what the HDP is working toward — and that is why the elements of the state that use autocracy to enrich and empower themselves at the expense of their people attack us. What matters now is whether this understanding is reciprocated.
Many who otherwise value democracy, both in Turkey and internationally, have been silent when our party’s efforts to defend it are attacked. Each time a fair vote is overturned without outcry, the state becomes more confident that it can do so again.

Our party fights for all the oppressed people of our country because we believe that fight will lead to greater freedom for everyone. It is time for all who value that freedom to join us.

While I may no longer hold elected office, I am as dedicated to defending the will of the people as ever. We can stand up to those who renounce democracy and pluralism only by reaffirming the strength of our unrelenting and universal commitment to both principles.

After so many years of repression, I still believe that it is possible to have a future where that commitment is the basis of government.
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<tr>
<td>U.S. extends New START treaty with Russia for five years - Blinken</td>
<td>بلینکن: نمیری کردکردنی پی单词نامه نیوستاری لە بجگاد کەیەکە</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASHINGTON, Feb 3 (Reuters) - The United States on Wednesday extended the New START treaty with Russia for five years, U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken said.</td>
<td>&quot;Extending the New START Treaty ensures we have verifiable limits on Russian ICBMs, SLBMs, and heavy bombers until February 5, 2026,&quot; Blinken said in a statement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosion heard in central Madrid</td>
<td>دەوگی حەقیىەوەیەکی گەورە لەمەدريدی پایتەختی نیسپیانیا بیسترە</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADRID (Reuters) - A loud explosion was heard in central Madrid on Wednesday, several local media including La Sexta TV and El Pais said.</td>
<td>La Sexta TV quoted government sources saying it may have been a gas leak. Officials could not immediately confirm. Two witnesses also told Reuters they heard a loud explosion. Smoke plume was observed in the neighborhood after the blast, the witnesses reported. Emergency services could not immediately confirm what had happened.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dec 13 (Reuters) - A sophisticated hacking group backed by a foreign government stole information from the U.S. Treasury Department and a U.S. agency responsible for deciding policy around the internet and telecommunications, according to people familiar with the matter.

"The United States government is aware of these reports and we are taking all necessary steps to identify and remedy any possible issues related to this situation," said National Security Council spokesman John Ullyot.

There is concern within the U.S. intelligence community that the hackers who targeted the Treasury Department and the Commerce Department’s National Telecommunications and Information Administration used a similar tool to break into other government agencies, according to three people briefed on the matter.

The hack is so serious it led to a National Security Council meeting at the White House on Saturday, said one of the people familiar with the matter. (Reporting by Christopher Bing; Editing by Daniel Wallis)
IED kills four Tunisian soldiers in mountain region

TUNIS (Reuters) - An improvised explosive device killed four Tunisian soldiers patrolling in a mountain region near the Algerian border, Defence Ministry spokesman Mohammed Zekri said on Wednesday.

The mountainous Moghila area, near the impoverished city of Kasserine, is home to an Islamist militant group that the Tunisian army has been fighting for years. Tunisia faces a small but persistent militant threat, foreign diplomats focused on security say.

As well as jihadist cells holed up in remote mountain regions, who have not made successful forays beyond their strongholds in recent years, there is also a threat from militants radicalised online.

Last year militants tried to attack the U.S. embassy in Tunis, killing a policeman at a security point with a suicide vest, and months later stabbed two security officers in a knife attack in the city of Sousse.

In October, a young Tunisian migrant arrived in France and immediately killed three people in a church.
For the second time in almost exactly a year, the United States is bracing for a Senate impeachment showdown over Donald Trump's behavior.

This time, House impeachment managers are arguing the former president should be convicted and barred from future office because he endangered the lives of all members of Congress when he aimed his angry mob of supporters at the U.S. Capitol last month.

But while a majority of Americans believe Trump bears at least some blame for the violent events on January 6th, only about half think the Senate should vote to convict the former president.

A new survey from the Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research finds that 47% of Americans say Trump should be convicted, while 40% believe he should not.

The poll also finds that about 6 in 10 think Trump has little to no respect for the country's democratic institutions and traditions.

"I think there are a lot of people who are just tired of Donald Trump. They wanted him to go away by voting against him. And so they just want him out of the public consciousness," says presidential historian Barbara Perry who is also the director of presidential studies at the University of Virginia's Miller Center for Politics.

"So there may be some of that," she says, "along with his supporters who believe Joe Biden was not legitimately elected president".

Trump's lawyers and Senate supporters reject the claim that he incited the riot, calling the proceeding unconstitutional, and insisting the Senate can't put him on trial now that he has
left the White House.

"Impeachment is for removal from office and the accused here has already left office," Kentucky Republican Senator Rand Paul argued on the Senate floor last month.

Trump's second impeachment trial will be held in the very chamber where the insurrectionists stood on January 6th.

House managers plan to lay out what happened that day in graphic detail, presenting video evidence, and even calling on Trump himself to testify, though his advisers have said he won't appear.

Perry says the Democrats' show is less for the audience of reluctant Republican Senators, most of whom have already signaled they don't plan to convict, and more for the wider public - and history.

"I think that as a political realists, the House managers, I'll call them the prosecutors, know that they're not going to win in the Senate, but that they are appealing to the larger audience of public opinion in the United States and...the world," Perry says.

"For over two hundred years, the United States has been the great beacon of a democratic republic of democracy to the world. And we want to try to regain that. And one way to do it would be to say we attempted to impose accountability on an insurrectionist president," she adds.

Conviction in the Senate will be an uphill climb, requiring a two-thirds majority -- or 17 Republicans -- to go along.
The Middle East’s Next War

With the retaking of Mosul in northern Iraq, the Islamic State (ISIS) could soon be a thing of the past. But the defeat of ISIS and the demise of its self-proclaimed Iraqi-Syrian caliphate won’t bring peace to the Middle East, or even an end to the Syrian tragedy. Rather, it is likely to open a new chapter in the region’s bloody and chaotic history – one no less dangerous than the previous chapters since the fall of the Ottoman Empire at the end of World War I.

The continuation of this violent pattern seems almost certain because the region remains unable to resolve internal conflicts on its own, or to create anything like a resilient framework for peace. Instead, it remains trapped somewhere between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Western powers are hardly blameless for the Middle East’s woes. Any mention of the Sykes-Picot Agreement, by which Great Britain and France partitioned the post-Ottoman territories, still incites such rage in the Arab world that it seems as if the plan, devised in secret in 1916, had been conceived only yesterday.

Nor should we forget Czarist Russia’s role in the region. Following World War II, its successor, the Soviet Union, and its Cold War rival, the United States, began their multiple interventions.

Indeed, the US may be the most significant contributor to today’s regional turmoil. America’s interest in the Middle East was originally based on its need for oil. But, with the onset of the Cold War, economic interest quickly morphed into a strategic interest in preventing the emergence of anti-Western, anti-Israeli, and anti-American regimes.

The continuation of a violent pattern seems almost certain because the region remains unable to resolve internal conflicts on its own, or to create something like a resilient framework for peace. Instead, it remains trapped somewhere between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Soviet-friendly governments. America’s effort to maintain decisive influence in the region was then supplemented by its close security partnership with Israel, and finally by the two large military interventions of the two Gulf Wars against Saddam Hussein’s Iraq.

America’s involvement in Afghanistan, too, has had profound repercussions for the Middle East. The US-backed insurgency of the 1980s, launched under the banner of jihad against the occupying Soviet Union, transformed two close American allies – Pakistan and Saudi Arabia – into strategic threats. This became clear on September 11, 2001, when it emerged that 15 of the 19 attackers sent by al-Qaeda were Saudi citizens. And it was Pakistan that created the Taliban, which provided al-Qaeda a haven for hatching its plots against the US and the West.

The success of the first Gulf War, launched in January 1991 by President George H.W. Bush, was fatally undermined 12 years later by his son, President George W. Bush, whose own Gulf War caused a regional catastrophe that continues to this day. Whereas the senior Bush had pursued the limited objectives of liberating Kuwait and didn’t seek regime change in Iraq, his son’s aims were far more ambitious.

The idea was to topple Saddam Hussein and bring about a democratic Iraq, which would catalyze comprehensive change throughout the Middle East and transform it into a democratic and pro-Western region. Within the younger Bush’s administration, imperial idealism prevailed over hardheaded realism, resulting in sustained destabilization of the Middle East as a whole and helping to place Iran in a position to expand its influence.

After the Islamic State’s demise, the next chapter in the history of the Middle East will be determined by open, direct confrontation between Sunni Saudi Arabia and Shia Iran for...
regional predominance. So far, this long-smoldering conflict has been pursued under cover and mostly by proxies. The two global powers active in the region have already clearly positioned themselves in this conflict, with the US siding with Saudi Arabia and Russia with Iran.

The current “war on terror” will increasingly be replaced by this hegemonic conflict. And with Saudi Arabia and four Sunni allies imposing isolation on Qatar, in part owing to the Qatars’ close relations with Iran, this conflict has reached its first potential tipping point at the very center of the region, the Persian Gulf.

Any direct military confrontation with Iran would, of course, set the region ablaze, greatly surpassing all previous Middle East wars. Moreover, with the fires in Syria still smoldering, and Iraq weakened by the sectarian struggle for power there, ISIS or some successor incarnation is likely to remain active.

Another destabilizing factor is the reopening of the “Kurdish question.” The Kurds – a people without a state – have proven to be reliable fighters against ISIS and want to use their new political and military clout to make progress toward autonomy, or even an independent state. For the countries affected – first and foremost Turkey, but also Syria, Iraq, and Iran – this question is a potential casus belli, because it affects their territorial integrity.

Given these unresolved questions and the escalation of the hegemonic conflict between Iran and Saudi Arabia, the next chapter in the region’s history promises to be anything but peaceful. Yes, the US may have learned from the Iraq disaster that it cannot win a land war in the Middle East, despite its vastly superior military power. President Barack Obama sought to withdraw US forces from the region, but his major legacy will be his attempt to establish a viable state in Syria and Iraq, and to prevent a full-scale conflict between the two countries.

The current “war on terror” will increasingly be replaced by this hegemonic conflict. And with Saudi Arabia and four Sunni allies imposing isolation on Qatar, in part owing to the Qatars’ close relations with Iran, this conflict has reached its first potential tipping point at the very center of the region, the Persian Gulf.
which proved difficult to achieve both politically and militarily. That’s why he ruled out military intervention – even from the air – in the Syrian civil war, leaving a vacuum that Russia quickly filled, with all of the known consequences.

Obama’s successor, Donald Trump, also campaigned on a promise to withdraw from the region. Since the election, he has launched cruise missiles at Syria, entered into more comprehensive commitments toward Saudi Arabia and its allies, and escalated America’s confrontational rhetoric vis-à-vis Iran.

Trump clearly faces a steep learning curve when it comes to the Middle East – a region that won’t wait for him to master it. There is no reason to be optimistic.

**U.S. says ready for direct talks with North Korea.**

The U.S. State Department said on Friday (September 11) it was prepared to hold direct talks with North Korea to try to coax it back into multilateral negotiations on ending its nuclear programs.

Previously, U.S. officials had sent mixed signals about direct meetings, at times saying Pyongyang must first commit to resume multilateral discussions and at others saying bilateral talks could only occur "in the context" of the multilateral discussions. The department denied changing its policy on direct talks, saying any bilateral meeting would be to bring Pyongyang back to multilateral talks.

"We are prepared to enter into a bilateral discussion with North Korea, but it's important to characterize it properly. It's a bilateral discussion that hopefully within the six party context, and it's designed to convince North Korea to come back to the six party process, and to take affirmative steps towards de-nuclearization. So, given where we are, we

---
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**TT8**

نتعرف اسمياَّة كورييَا بآكروُر

اميركا رِيطتيا نامادَي طفَطوطُي رِاستاُخُويا لِحُطان

تُومني هنَيوي (11 ايَلَو) حِكومَتي واشَتِن ناماديُي خَوبي

تِشاندا بُو سازادَي طفَطوطُي رِاستاُخُو لِحطان كورييَا بآكروُر

وَكِ هورِليَو بُو طيَرائوُتي كورييَا بآكروُر بُوُنُانوا

دَاووستادنْه هولايتاكنَي كُيوستُو بُو كُواتاتوُني تُروَطًوُر

ناكْوَيِكُوُي كورييَا بآكروُر.
the United States, other countries, if through a bilateral process, we can bring them back to the six party process, that is our objective. But as we've indicated, we're prepared to do what we can to try to bring North Korea back," State Department spokesman P.J. Crowley told reporters.

North Korea agreed in September 2005 to abandon its nuclear programs in an aid-for-disarmament agreement hammered out among the two Koreas, China, Japan, Russia and the United States in the so-called six-party talks. The process has unfolded in fits and starts, with North Korea taking some steps to disable its nuclear facilities but also testing a nuclear device in 2006 and again in May, leading the others to question its commitment to the deal. The six-party talks broke down at the end of last year, with the North declaring the process to be "dead," and the Obama administration is searching for a way to revive them.

U.S. officials believe that the multilateral talks have the highest chances of persuading North Korea to give up its nuclear ambitions chiefly because their host, China, has greater influence over North Korea than the United States. Crowley said it was unlikely bilateral talks would take place before the U.N. General Assembly this month and he declined to say whether U.S. special envoy Stephen Bosworth might accept the North's invitation to visit Pyongyang.
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